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Influence and Initiative
Every action one takes arises out of all evolution. We are influenced by, and
influence all that we are a part of in a great web of relations spanning all space
and time…..
Relationship is loosely the theme of this essay – the dynamics of relationships
are hard to capture on paper, the drawing above is one of my attempts, which I
titled ‘influence and initiative’.

Introduction
This essay has been structured as a “Letter to a Self Aware Species”.
Having recently listened to Manfred Max-Neef speak, I took away a better sense of the difference between
knowledge and understanding. I quote Max-Neef in saying “ we can only truly understand that of which we
become a part”; meaning that to fully understand something we need to experience it, not just know about it. I
wanted to put this essay across in a way that touched people’s experiences. My future is likely to find me
communicating what I have learned in this College to non-scientists, so I wanted to translate it into lay terms in a
way that people could relate it to their lives. Writing my essay as a letter to the reader (as a part of a self aware
species) felt like a good start to connect to experience. It’s saying “Hey – I’m talking to you – this is about you”.

Letter to a Self Aware Species
Dear Self Aware but Disconnected Species,
As beings with the capacity to reflect on your actions in the world, I would like to cordially bring your attention to
the fact that all is not well in the living systems of your home planet, Gaia. In order to hopefully give you a better
feel for the nature of the direction Gaia is taking (which indeed you probably won’t like) I’d like to share with you
some experiences and theories I have been exposed to recently.
In a natural system with many dynamic interacting parts, the key to health seems to be in the nature of day-today relationships. The smallest scale relationships within a system can have some of the most profound effects.
This view is supported by Erwin Schrödinger’s position on why atoms are so small. He explains, “Only in the
cooperation of an enormously large number of atoms do statistical laws begin to operate and control behaviour of
these assemblées with an accuracy increasing as the number of atoms involved increases”1.
When a system has multiple elements (such as an ecosystem with many plants, animals, microflora, water flows
etc), order can arise spontaneously as these elements interact. As relationships develop between the parts of a
system, miraculous and unexpected properties can emerge in the way that the system operates as a whole. The
nature of such emergent properties depends on the relationships between the parts as much as on the nature of
the parts. However, the intriguing thing is that the nature of the emergent properties is not predictable from the
relationships or the nature of the parts. The sum of the parts DOES NOT define the whole (this is often quoted as
the definition of a complex system).
This is easier to get a sense of in a system with only one type of organism like in an ant nest. The dynamics of ant
colonies have been studied in some detail, and Ricard Solé and Brian Goodwin write about this in their book
“Signs of Life”. It has been observed that individual ants do not follow regular patterns of activity, one ant on its
own behaves chaotically. However, within a colony, the ants as a group show clearly defined rhythms of activity. It
seems that with some simple ‘rules’ of activity, ants can develop synchronised overall behaviour. Can – but don’t
always. In such colonies, ants are not active all the time; they become active either through contact with another
active ant or spontaneously with some small probability of activation. Whether order will arise or not depends on
how well the conditions support the interactions of ants. Therefore, order arises at a certain density, occurring
when the ants come into contact with each other with sufficient frequency. As the colonies reach such densities,
rhythmical patterns of activity can be observed, where sometimes all the ants will be stationary and sometimes all
will be moving. To explore this phenomenon further, computer modelling has been used where virtual ants were
allowed to move over a grid (they are described below as ‘neurons’ as the virtual ants in this model are behaving
like standard model neurons except that they can move over the grid as well as become activated). The following
graph shows clearly how order arises quite suddenly when a certain density is reached in this virtual simulation.

1

Schrödinger, 1944, p8
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Taken from Goodwin and Solé, “Signs of Life”, 2000 p 161
This concept of density being critical to whether order arises reminds me of something my friend Peter Kubis, a
medical herbalist, once said that has stuck in my mind. When considering how a herbal remedy will affect
someone, he said to me “it is all about dosage”. In taking a remedy, both the concentration (equivalent to density)
and the amount taken are important to how the remedy will affect the person. If the dosage is inappropriate, the
results may be toxic, unexpected or ineffective. When the right conditions are met, the system may transition to a
healthier pattern of order - i.e. the person may feel better!
So - when it comes to the health of natural systems:
•
•

The relationships between the elements in the system are critical
Relationships are affected by the number and proximity of the elements

How elements in a system interact, or indeed whether or not they will interact also depends on their tendencies,
and such tendencies can be thought of as being governed by forces operating in fields. For example, a stone has
a tendency to fall towards the earth if released into mid air, which is due to the force of gravity. The rock will do
this if it is in a gravitational field. In the case of the ants, they have certain ‘rules’ that they follow when they
interact with other ants, they are stimulated into action by contact with another active ant for example. You could
think of this as being ‘in their nature’, or representing ‘who they are’. You could also think of this as a compulsion
generated by a field. Rupert Sheldrake coined the term ‘morphogenetic field’ to define the forces that generate
form and define behaviour in organisms. When speaking of the problems in understanding behaviour such as
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migratory instinct in birds, Sheldrake points to ‘elusive’ entities such as morphogenetic fields and others to
‘explain’ such phenomena2. Using again the metaphor of herbal medicine, how a herb and a person interact can
also be thought of as depending on the forces of the morphogenetic field of each being.
In the caption for the graph above, you may have noticed it mentioned that ant colonies like to keep their density
at around the level where the order emerges (the phase transition boundary). The ants adjust the amount of
space they are taking up to keep their density constant as their numbers grow or diminish. Why might they do
this? It seems that the ants need some degree of disorder in the colony to communicate optimally. In ant nest
simulations, there is a critical density where the information transfer amongst the ants is optimised, and this
occurs at the phase transition boundary! At higher densities, where the interactions amongst the ants are very
intense, continuous activity could occur without rest times. Staying close to the boundary of disorder appears to
allow some flexibility for the colony to be able to find rhythm as opposed to becoming locked into a restrictive
pattern.
Other studies have drawn similar conclusions (that too much order can inhibit optimal functioning), one example
being the study of the human heartbeat. In healthy hearts, the amount of time between beats varies slightly from
beat to beat, whilst the heart rate of those with serious heart conditions often shows more pronounced regularity3.
In a culture where regularity is synonymous with stability this seems to make little sense. It has been proposed
that this curious fact may indicate that the heart is healthiest when it maintains some flexibility to adapt to
changing conditions. The heart is a part of a broader system of interacting organs within the body, and a heart
rate that is too regular may indicate that the heart is not ‘listening’ to the rest of the body enough. The healthy
heart, when dynamically responding, with every beat, to the condition of the body in that moment, will show slight
irregularities in the amount of time between beats. A heartbeat that is too regular may, conversely, indicate that
the heart is not able to coherently use information from other organs (due to either its own, or the other organs’ ill
health), and so is setting the heart rate on its own. In these cases it seems the heart loses its ability to respond to
the needs of the body sensitively. Patterns that lack the characteristic slight variations in inter-beat interval have
been seen in those who are prone to sudden cardiac arrest, have congestive heart failure and in those with sleep
apnoea.
So - when it comes to the health of natural systems:
•
•
•

The relationships between the elements in the system are critical
Relationships are affected by the number and proximity of the elements
Healthy relationships need to stay fluid and dynamic, responding actively to changes in context

The diversity of interacting elements also affects the stability of a system as a whole. Stephan Harding has a
chapter in his book “Animate Earth” devoted to “Biodiversity and Gaia”. He explains that biodiversity has been
shown to increase the stability of natural systems, quoting experiments by ecologist David Tilman with controlled
plantings of differing numbers of species of prairie grasses. Tilman showed that “the more diverse plots produced
more biomass, fixed more nitrogen, were better at resisting weed invasions and were less prone to fungal
infections”. These plots were planted with four ‘functional groups’: broad leafed perennial herbs, nitrogen fixing
legumes, warm season grasses and cool season grasses. Tilman’s results indicated that the benefits of having
extra species peaked at around 5 – 10 species, but with a necessity to have some species from each functional
group. However, to further complicate things, other experience has shown that certain specific species called
‘keystone species’ are known to be critical in ecosystems. Keystone species are, by definition, ones on which
other species depend, so if a keystone species becomes extinct, a cascading catastrophe can follow for the
ecosystem as a whole. So far, it has proven very hard in real ecosystems to predict which species are the
‘keystones’ until after they have disappeared. Stephan points out that they can often be seemingly insignificant
species like the dung beetle in Amazonian rainforests. The dung beetle performs actions that are critical to the
health of other life in the rainforest. Firstly, they bury seed of some plant species, which may not germinate
otherwise. They also recycle nutrients before they get washed away by taking dung underground to feed their
young. As if that wasn’t enough, they also kill parasites that affect other species.
2
3

Sheldrake, 1981, pp 23-24
Goodwin and Solé, 2000
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So - when it comes to the health of natural systems:
•
•
•
•

The relationships between the elements in the system are critical
Relationships are affected by the number and proximity of the elements
Healthy relationships need to stay fluid and dynamic, responding actively to changes in context
Healthy natural systems have a good diversity of elements with differing characteristics, all in relationship with each other

I hope that this is starting to build some sense of (or at least wonder over) how complex living systems operate.
But – my real motivation for writing this letter is to alert you to current disturbances to the global system as a
whole.
Gaia theory, proposed by James Lovelock, broadly proposes that life on the planet could be considered to
operate as one organism (named Gaia). Like other organisms, Gaia regulates conditions to keep them favourable
to her own existence. Atmospheric gas concentrations, temperature and ocean salinity are all tightly regulated
and kept within the bounds that support the living beings of Gaia. This is more remarkable than it may seem at
first glance. If we take atmospheric gasses as an example, the concentration of oxygen in the air is kept
approximately 21%. “So what” you may say – but oxygen is a highly reactive gas which rapidly combines with
other elements, making it utterly remarkable for the level to remain constant at 21% - which it has for around 300
million years! This provides evidence of a complex regulatory system maintaining what in the human organism is
called homeostasis. The mechanisms by which this kind of regulation occurs are not fully understood as there are
so many different interactions and relationships on the planet that combine to bring about such stability. However,
some of the interactions have been identified, and looking at one such group of interactions may help build an
appreciation of the kind of dynamics that maintain life as we know it.
The relationships governing the regulation of the carbon cycle seem a good example to choose, as Gaia’s
balance of carbon is becoming dangerously disturbed and carbon dioxide levels are affecting global temperature4.
There is more than one web of relationships that regulates carbon dioxide levels in the atmosphere, the one
represented in the diagram below is known as the long term carbon cycle, as it takes a long time for carbon to
travel through the processes involved.

Taken from Stephan Harding “Animate Earth” p115
Arrows with solid lines represent ‘direct couplings’. If we take the arrow from temperature to plant growth as an
example, this means that if the temperature rises, so does the amount of plant growth. Conversely, if the
4

The amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere is only one determinant of global temperature, there are others such as albedo (or
reflectivity) of surfaces of the earth or methane levels in the atomsphere etc.
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temperature decreases, so does the amount of plant growth. Arrows with dashed lines indicate an ‘inverse
coupling’. This time we’ll use the example of the arrow from silicate rock weathering5 to carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere. The inverse coupling here means that if the amount of rock weathering increases then the amount of
carbon dioxide will decrease. Conversely, if the amount of rock weathering decreases, the amount of carbon
dioxide will increase. There are actually many processes represented on this one diagram, taking just one
‘feedback loop’ as an example we can look at:

If you imagine carbon dioxide being released into the atmosphere and run this feedback circuit in your head, you’ll
see that it triggers processes that bring carbon dioxide levels back down again. This is known as a negative
feedback loop (negative to change) and is one of the ways the gasses in the atmosphere are kept at constant
levels.
So - when it comes to the health of natural systems:
•
•
•
•
•

The relationships between the elements in the system are critical
Relationships are affected by the number and proximity of the elements
Healthy relationships need to stay fluid and dynamic, responding actively to changes in context
Healthy natural systems have a good diversity of elements with differing characteristics, all in relationship with each other
In healthy natural systems each element is aware of, and reacting appropriately to other elements it is linked to (i.e. there is
good feedback)

However, taking this further, if too much carbon dioxide enters the atmosphere and the temperature rises too
much, it will not provide an environment favourable to plant growth and plants will start to die, changing the
temperature/plant link to an ‘inverse coupling’ as follows:

5

Silicate rock weathering is a process in which granite and basalt rocks react chemically with carbon dioxide and water. One of the
outcomes of this reaction is the removal of carbon dioxide from the air. Plants enhance this process greatly. Plants break up rocks with
their roots, increasing the surface area available to react with the water and carbon dioxide. They also release carbon dioxide from their
roots, adding to the ingredients necessary for rock weathering (Other living beings also assist silicate rock weathering. Worms, lice,
nematodes, millipedes etc. all break up soil and allow water to penetrate. Microbes secrete substances that break up rocks and also
produce carbon dioxide).
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If you follow this circuit in your mind you will see that it is a vicious circle and will lead to temperature spiralling out
of control. This is known as a positive feedback loop.
Luckily such feedback loops as we just explored do not exist in isolation, but the more positive loops that manifest
within a system, the more pressure is put on the negative ones. There may come a time where the negative loops
left in the system cannot resist changes on the Gaian level anymore. Once this happens, large scale change
might occur quite quickly, with a similar quality to the ‘phase transition’ or sudden change in order described for
the ant colonies above. As human activities are currently emitting excessive levels of carbon dioxide into the
atmosphere, it is fast becoming a very real possibility that the system will not be able to regulate carbon dioxide
well enough anymore to maintain liveable global temperatures.
Within the time humans have been on the planet, Gaia has been in a relatively stable state (appearing
homeostatic). However, history reveals that, ultimately, Gaia is more homeorhetic than homeostatic.
Homeorhesis is a term coined by C H Waddington, and relates to transitions from one stable state to another. In
Waddington’s definition a human too is homeorhetic, especially as the person is growing. This term relates to
being able to make changes to an organism (like the growing form changing) whilst keeping other things the same
(like the concentrations of chemicals in the bloodstream). Waddington describes homeorhesis as “preserving a
flow”6.
Actually, Gaia has oscillated between hot and cold climatic states throughout her existence7, Lovelock even
speculates that glacial, cold states seem the more stable and healthy state of the two, with warmer states
(interglacials) being shorter lived and possibly comparable to running a fever in humans. It is in an interglacial
period that we find ourselves now. There have also been numerous previous mass extinctions on earth, changing
the ‘players’ in the living biosphere profoundly. One of the most startling and sobering of these was what Lynn
Margulis and Dorian Sagan have dubbed “the oxygen holocaust” and describe as a “worldwide pollution crisis that
occurred about 2000 million years ago” 8. Before this time there was very little oxygen in the atmosphere, until the
microbes alive at this time discovered a new way to get the hydrogen that they needed out of water by using a
new form of photosynthesis. The oxygen left over from this process was released into the atmosphere. Oxygen is
toxic to many microbes and the very microbes releasing the oxygen were threatened severely by it as it started to
build up (Sound familiar? Carbon dioxide threatens the very beings responsible for its emission now). However,
although this has been described as a mass holocaust, there was a remarkable creative evolution amongst the
microbes that survived. They learned to utilise the toxin threatening them as a resource (inventing respiration).
This created such rich new opportunities that life on earth eventually moved into a new phase of abundance. Gaia
seems perfectly capable of changing the goalposts and establishing a new world order when pushed.
6

Waddington 1977, p105
described in all Lovelock’s books listed in the bibliography
8
Margulis and Sagan, 1986
7
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So - finally, when it comes to the health of natural systems:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The relationships between the elements in the system are critical
Relationships are affected by the number and proximity of the elements
Healthy relationships need to stay fluid and dynamic, responding actively to changes in context
Healthy natural systems have a good diversity of elements with differing characteristics, all in relationship with each other
In healthy natural systems each element is aware of, and reacting appropriately to other elements it is linked to (i.e. there is
good feedback)
Even good relationships can only take so much! It is always possible to force a natural system to the point where its
established patterns of order will break down and it will transition to a new state (and not necessarily one favourable to its
current life forms)

I offer these ideas as food for thought. Please don’t view them as ‘rules’ that nature follows. Hold them lightly.
They are guidelines, ways of expanding on the way we see the world, and they may not hold true in all cases.
Some are deliberately somewhat metaphorical. Allow them to inform your approach rather than set rigid patterns
to your thought. Stay open to what you experience in the world, if these concepts meet awkward fit with your
experiences, move beyond them!
In closing, I’d like to speak now from my own observations as a member of a self aware species myself.
I begin with an often used quote (too good not to be used here again). Thomas Berry described the universe as “a
communion of subjects, not a collection of objects”. We seem to have lost the simple art of communion. Our
everyday experiences no longer connect us to the processes that support our lives. So, the world can start to
appear like an abstract collection of objects.
The nature of our everyday interactions builds our broader world. For humans, I believe awareness is one of the
missing keys to healthy relationship with Gaia – being present with and truly awake to the interconnections and
ramifications of our daily actions. As already mentioned, each element in a system needs to be aware of and
reacting appropriately to other elements it is linked to. As an element in a global system, this applies as well to
humans as to any other element. However, such awareness need not only be intellectual and conscious, but can
also build from simply being genuinely present with natural phenomenon and with our everyday relationships, and
then allowing our experience to inform our intuition and intellect.
As I see it, the kind of large scale changes that global warming may bring offer a real opportunity for evolution of
our species, especially culturally, spiritually and emotionally (as the ‘oxygen holocaust’ did for the evolution of
microbes of that era). I hold faith that these more subtle aspects of our being can change with remarkable and
rapid fluidity to meet any challenges that lie ahead.
So self aware species, time to become aware of more than yourself.
With very best wishes,
Sophia xx
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